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Metallic glasses (MGs) with amorphous structures and tunable compositions have been considered
excellent structural and functional materials, especially in the frontier ﬁelds of microelectromechanical
systems (MEMS), biomedical engineering, energy conversion, etc. Making these materials into desired
structures for different applications has always been one of the research focuses in the past decades. Due
to high strength and poor plasticity at ambient temperature, MGs are difﬁcult to be formed and manufactured by conventional approaches. Thermoplastic forming, utilizing the superplasticity property of
MGs in supercooled liquid region, has been developed to fabricate micro-/nanofeatures. However, the
thermal effect inevitably increases the risks of crystallization and oxidation of MGs during forming,
leading to material performance degradation and limiting the process feasibility to speciﬁc composition
systems of MGs. In view of this, a novel strategy proposed recently is to promote plastic deformation and
forming of MGs by high frequency ultrasonic vibration at room temperature, which promises to avoid the
shortcomings in thermal forming and extend the forming processes of MGs. In this review article, we
would like to ﬁrst discuss the forming mechanisms of supercooled MGs liquid, the joining of MGs and a
variety of fabricated structures based on thermoplastic forming. After that, a concept of ultrasonicassisted forming of MGs is introduced focusing on plastic behavior under high frequency vibration and
the latest process advances including shear punching and manufacturing. Finally, the existing problems
and the development prospects will be discussed to facilitate the further researches on MGs forming.
© 2020 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND
license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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1. Introduction
Metallic glasses (MGs) also called amorphous alloys, with
atomic structure of long-range disorder and short-range order,
have superior properties such as high strength, high elastic limit
and excellent corrosion resistance, etc. [1] Since the 1960s when
MG ﬁlms were ﬁrst fabricated [2], these unique metals have
attracted extensive research interest; different fabrication methods
were successively developed including liquid forging [3], ﬂuxing
melting [4], mold casting [5], and mechanical alloying [6], signiﬁcantly improving the critical size of MGs to 80 mm [7]. Good glass
forming abilities are essential for MGs based on different compositions to be made in bulk scale. At present, the bulk metallic glasses
(BMGs) are generally prepared by rapidly quenching of the molten
metal with a sufﬁciently steep cooling rate (e.g. 106 K/s) to avoid the
nucleation and crystallization and obtain the glassy state. A series
of synthesis rules of MGs were proposed to tune the material
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compositions in a broad range based on the elements like
lanthanum (La), magnesium (Mg), zirconium (Zr), copper (Cu), iron
(Fe), palladium (Pd), titanium (Ti), etc [8e10]. It was found that the
higher degree of element multiplicity can enhance the structural
disorder of MGs, which beneﬁts to improve the glass formation
ability [11]. Therefore, utilizing the material features of amorphous
structure and ﬂexible compositions, various kind of BMGs have
been developed with special functions such as catalysis [12], antibiosis [13], biocompatibility [14], etc. For practical applications, it is
also important to form these advanced materials into multiscale
structures based on the inherent materials properties.
Comparing to the crystalline metals, MGs has no grain boundaries and crystal dislocation defects, which can theoretically extend
the minimum forming size limit and improve the forming quality as
well as forming accuracy. However, BMGs generally exhibit poor
ductility and formability at room temperature, due to the plastic
deformation tending to be localized in sharp shear bands [15,16]. To
overcome these limitations, thermoplastic forming (TPF) has been
developed to ﬁrst heat BMGs up to a temperature above the glasstransition temperature (Tg) and below the crystallization
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temperature (Tx so that the materials can relax into supercooled
liquid region (SCLR) with a low viscosity, which is suitable for the
subsequent thermo-mechanical processes of BMGs such as hot
embossing [17], extrusion [18], rolling [19], injection [20] and blow
molding [21], etc. By taking advantage of the superplastic ﬂow
behavior in SCLR, the forming dimension limit of BMGs can reach to
sub-10 nm [22]. This indicates that multitudinous structures can be
made from amorphous alloys rather than crystalline metals by TPF
under relatively low pressure and temperature. Though the thermal approaches are now widely adopted in the BMGs forming,
there were still many challenges considering the forming qualities.
It is crucial to retain the amorphous structures and original material
properties of BMGs after forming. To reduce the risks of crystallization, the BMGs subjected to TPF generally need have a broad SCLR
to provide the sufﬁcient process window [23], which conﬁned TPF
to a few kinds of BMGs with speciﬁc compositions. The oxidation
[24] and chemical segregation [25] of the formed MGs structures
are other problems that have always been of concern due to the
thermal effect in TPF. Some strategies, for instance, increasing the
heating rate [26e28] or reducing the processing time during TPF
have been proposed to avoid crystallization and avoid oxidation,
while the effective implementation of these strategies need further
researches on superplastic ﬂow and forming mechanisms of BMGs
in TPF.
To bypass the thermal effect in BMG forming, extensive studies
have been devoted to the plastic deformation mechanism at room
temperature and the new methods for improving the ductility of
BMGs. The classic dislocation slip theory for crystalline metals is
not suitable for describing the deformation process of the amorphous alloy without grain boundaries and dislocations. Although
the plastic deformation behaviors of amorphous structure are not
fully understood, the models of free volume [29] and shear transformation zone (STZ) [30,31] have been proposed to explain the
metal atoms re-arrangement during the plastic deformation of
BMGs. It is considered that the plastic deformation of BMGs is always accompanied by the generation and annihilation of free volume, and the fracture during deformation is mainly induced by
localized shear zone [32]. Based on these theories, several approaches to improve the ductility of BMGs have been carried out.
One of the effective ways is to apply constrained loadings on
workpiece, such as subjecting it to three dimensional stress [33]; to
suppress the generation of shear bands; and increase the free
volume in the deformation area, while the desired structures
cannot be formed by this method because of the loading constraints. Besides, the softening effect of BMGs recently has been
discovered under the high frequency alternating stress [34,35], thus
a new method has been developed using ultrasonic vibration to
signiﬁcantly plasticize and form BMGs at ambient temperature.
Without the heating process, this ultrasonic-assisted forming
method is applicable to BMGs with broader range of
compositions and can minimize the thermal defects like crystallization and oxidation. More processes for BMGs forming need be
explored to solve diverse demands in practical applications. In this
article, as shown in Fig. 1, the developments of TPF for BMGs are
comprehensively reviewed including the forming mechanisms in
SCLR, the joining of BMGs and the fabrication of micro-/nanostructures. In addition, a promising forming technology is discussed
on the plastic behavior of BMGs under high frequency vibration and
the up-to-date progress of ultrasonic-assisted forming.

2. Thermoplastic forming
2.1. Forming mechanisms in supercooled liquid region
The unique superplasticity within the SCLR makes metallic
glasses the ideal materials for precise and net-shaping of various
geometries by thermoplastic forming, which breaks through the
limitations of poor processability of BMGs at ambient temperature.
It is a complex thermodynamic process since TPF involving material
rheology and structure formation kinetics, and the TPF parameters
such as stress, temperature, processing time and strain rate tend to
have coupled inﬂuences on the BMGs formability. Therefore, the
understanding of material ﬂowing characteristic and ﬁlling mechanism as well as their correlation is crucial to control the thermal
plastic formability of the supercooled metal liquid and achieve
desired forming quality in the TPF of BMGs.
Previous studies have found that low viscosity and long processing time of BMGs in SCLR beneﬁt in fully ﬁlling and improving
the formability during the replication of structures from molds
[36,37]. In addition to the dependence on inherent property
determined by compositions, the viscosity of the supercooled metal
liquid also signiﬁcantly affected by the processing parameters.
Experiments showed that remarkable decrease of viscosity of BMGs
in SCLR can be obtained under high forming temperature [38] and
strain rate [39]. However, according to the crystallization kinetics of
BMGs [40e42], the enhancement of atoms diffusion due to low
viscosity under high temperature may cause transition of atomic
structure from metastable amorphous state to the ordered crystalline state, losing the original properties of BMGs. A
general solution for this contradiction in TPF is to establish the
time-temperature-transformation (TTT) curves for the speciﬁc
BMGs through isothermal crystallization experiments [43], guiding
for the selection of matched processing time and temperatures in
the amorphous regime. In order to achieve optimal processing time
window in the TTT curve, more efﬁcient heating methods have
been explored to reduce the uniform time ahead of heating and
leave sufﬁcient time for the thermal ﬁlling and forming in SCLR. A
rapid capacitive discharge heating approach with rates of 106 K/s
was developed for BGMs in the TPF to span the undercooled liquid
region [26], which can bypass the crystalline regime and extend the
range of effective processing parameters. Another controllable and
rapid forming approach were developed based on resistance
welding, the high heating power and loading beforehand on the
BMGs ensure the heating and forming processes can be ﬁnished
simultaneously in 150 ms [28], and the forming structures manifested
that
the
rapid
processes
are
conducive
to
avoid crystallization and degradation in material performance. At
certain forming stress and temperature, the increase of strain rate
exerting on BMGs during TPF can signiﬁcantly reduce the viscosity
of supercooled liquid while the ﬂow characteristics may
undergo transition from Newtonian to non-Newtonian behavior
[39], affecting the ﬁlling mechanisms and formability. A TPF map
that describes the correlation of the BMGs ﬂow characteristics and
processing conditions was proposed [44], demonstrating that
Newtonian ﬂow obtained at relatively high temperature and low
strain rate facilitates ﬁlling ability, whereas the replication of mold
during forming becomes more difﬁcult at the non-Newtonian ﬂow
regime and the mold cavities tend to be partially ﬁlled or even not
ﬁlled due to the inhomogeneous ﬂow as the increase of forming
stress and strain rate.
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Fig. 1. overview of metallic glasses forming.

Fig. 2. (a) The equivalence of the irregular channel for MG liquid ﬁlling and force analysis of the control volume. (b) Three different microstructures of Si molds for TPF and the
corresponding calculation equation for equivalent diameter. (c) Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of three different silicon molds and corresponding thermal formed MG
samples. (d) The plot of ﬁlling length for triangular, circular, and rectangular molds and the solid line is the ﬁt line (Reproduced from Ref. [46]).
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Since the mold ﬁlling state directly determines the forming ﬁdelity, great efforts have been made to explore the mold ﬁlling
process in the TPF of BMGs, such as the ﬁlling kinetics, interfacial
friction and capillary force, etc. The ﬁlling kinetics of BMGs in SCLR
has been generally studied focusing on regular cylindrical molds
[45], while most of the mold cavities in practical forming are
irregular shapes. A more universal kinetic equation is established to
describe the microﬁlling process of MG supercooled liquid in the
mold with different cross section shapes [46], as shown in Fig. 2a,
the hydraulic equivalent diameter based on ﬂuid mechanics was
proposed to transfer the mold channel with irregular cross section
to a circular one, thus, according to the ﬁlling kinetic analysis, the
mathematical relations can be obtained between ﬁlling length and
the processing factors including applied pressure, forming time,
liquid viscosity and channel equivalent diameter. A series of TPF
experiments of Pd-based BMGs have been conducted using Si
molds with different cross sections such as circular, rectangular,
and triangular ones (Fig. 2b), the MG replicas ﬁt the Si molds well
within variation less than 1% (Fig. 2c) and the experimental data of
ﬁlling length are consistent with the theoretical values calculated
from the proposed model (Fig. 2d), indicating that the universal
kinetic equation can be used to design the miniature fabrication
processes of BMGs in TPF.
In the forming of smaller scale or high aspect ratio structures,
the interfacial friction and capillary force become more pronounced
between the metal liquid and molds. Micro-extrusion tests
revealed that better mold ﬁlling ability of MGs liquid can be obtained at the Newtonian ﬂow regime with the adhesion mechanism
of interfacial friction rather than the non-Newtonian with the
furrow behavior [47]. In addition, it is suggested that the supercooled MGs liquid should partially wet the molds to facilitate the
controllable and precise structures forming under proper stress
[48]. In order to reduce the capillary force and resistance to ﬂow
during TPF, the strategies such as selecting the matched mold
material for the speciﬁc MGs [37] or introducing an oil layer to the
interface [49] have been carried out to regulate the wetting
behavior between the MGs liquid and mold. To give a systematic
guidance for the TPF, several evaluation factors have been put forward considering the thermal stability and thermoplastic formability of BMGs with different compositions, such as ﬁlled
proportion in V-grooves (Rf) [50], SCLR range (DTx) [36], fragility
correlated with intrinsic viscosity (m) [51], and the maximum
diameter of disc fabricated by TPF (d) [23]. Based on in-depth understanding of forming mechanisms of BMGs in SCLR, a lot of TPF
approaches have been developed to synthesize various structures
ranging from nanometers to centimeters for diverse applications.
2.2. Joining of bulk metallic glasses
BMGs have wide potential applications in advanced ﬁelds, due
to the excellent mechanical properties and unique material functions. However, a fast cooling rate and sufﬁcient glass forming
ability (GFA) are essential to obtain amorphous structure, which
limits the maximum size of the as-cast BMGs; for example, the
largest critical size of the monolithic BMGs fabricated so far is
80 mm [7]. These issues have greatly hindered the materials engineering applications. Therefore, joining BMGs to get rid of the
casting size limitation is presently attracting immense research
interest. A variety of joining methods have been developed to
achieve the interface metallurgical bonding of BMGs, such as spark
welding [52], electron beam welding [53], laser welding [54],
explosive joining [55], and the BMGs have been successfully welded to BMGs or crystalline metals. While, based on these methods,
BMGs samples were joined in the liquid phase above the melting
point, which needed a subsequent rapid cooling process to retain

the amorphous structure. Thus, the crystallization of the weld bead
and heat-affected zone is difﬁcult to avoid especially for the BMGs
with ordinary thermal stability, and the microcracks that may
occur in the bonding interface due to volume contraction are also
detrimental to the material performance of joined workpiece [56].
Joining of BMGs in supercooled liquid phase by TPF has been
proved a promising solution to form a strong metallurgical bond on
the joined interface. That aims to achieve diffusion bonding of the
superplastic Newtonian ﬂow in SCLR under relatively low temperatures. Friction welding method has been performed on BMGs
to locally heat the interface materials to SCLR by high-pressure
friction and join the samples together [57]. Though the protrusions
will be generally formed around the paired interface by samples
deformation, the full contact and bond of the interface free from
pores and cracks can be attained due to the superplastic viscous
ﬂow of BMGs. Friction welding has been successfully carried out to
join BMGs with the ones containing similar and dissimilar compositions [58]. Under well designed conditions, no visible boundaries or defects were observed on the bonding interface, and the
joining strength of the welded BMGs without crystallization was
found to be the same as that of the previous BMGs or more [59,60].
The process before onset of friction was suggested to be conducted
before performing friction welding to break the oxide ﬁlm and
improve the bonding quality [61]. However, the temperature
distributed on the samples interface during friction welding process is difﬁcult to control for speciﬁc BMGs. Numerical simulation
and experiments show that the highest temperature appears on the
edge of friction interface while the lowest temperature is in the
center [62], indicating that the edge temperature needs to be
carefully regulated below the crystallization temperature Tx. An
equation considering the thermal effect on amorphous structure
was established for selecting the critical friction time for friction
welding of BMGs.
Another feasible joining method based on TPF is to heat and
bond the BMG specimens while keeping the interface relative still.
Based on the superplastic ﬂow theory, the diffusion bonding model
for Zr-based BMGs in SCLR was developed to calculate the optimal
bonding time reducing the interface voids at a certain bonding
temperature [63]. However, the compression tests of the bonded
BMGs also found incomplete joining, maybe due to lack of grain
boundaries acting as bypasses to transport atoms to vanish the
original voids on bonding interface [64]. To improve the thermolplastic joining quality of BMGs, the inﬂuences of temperature and
pressure on diffusion behavior along with time have been generally
studied. During thermolplastic bonding of BMGs, it has been found
that the micropores on the bonding interface gradually shrink to
nanovoids and diffuse outside the sample under certain TPF parameters, forming atom-to-atom bonding across the interface [65].
The high bonding temperature and long bonding time
facilitate diffusion to achieve better metallurgical bonding, while
the diffusion tends to induce structural relaxation of BMGs leading
to brittleness inside the joined specimens. An effective solution for
this issue has been proposed by using a relatively low bonding
temperature and short holding time [66], as shown in Fig. 3a,
multilayer Pd-based BMG sheets were stacked together and heated
to the bonding temperature at a heating rate of 60 K/min by
applying electric current to the samples under a vacuum environment, and the bonding parameters were elaborately estimated and
selected based on the TTT curve of the speciﬁc BMGs, for instance,
the bonding temperature was adopted as only 10 Ke20 K higher
than Tg to minimize the structural relaxation and the corresponding holding time was also determined according to the time-temperature-transformation (TTT) curve to avoid crystallization.
Compression tests prove that the fracture strength and plasticity of
the multilayer bonded samples were signiﬁcantly improved
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Fig. 3. (a) The principle of thermolplastic bonding of multilayer BMGs. (b) Compression stress and strain curves of the as cast, two-layer (3#) and three-layer (6#) BMGs. (c) The
fracture morphologies of the as cast (0#), two-layer (3#) and three-layer (6#) BMGs (Reproduced from Ref. [66]).

(Fig. 3b), and the three layer bonded specimen tended to achieve a
more signiﬁcant plasticity enhancement than that of the specimen,
because the latter underwent a longer bonding time leading to its
brittleness. The radiating ridge patterns were observed on the
fracture surface of the bonded BMGs in contrast to the river-like
fracture morphology of the as-cast sample (Fig. 3c), indicating
that the improvement of plasticity is due to the blocking effect of
the multilayer bonding interfaces on the propagation of shear
bands.
Besides, the oxidation ﬁlms existing on the BMGs interface are
also generally concerned in the thermolplastic bonding, because
they act as barriers to the contact and diffusion of metal atoms. The
TPF of BMGs to obtain atomically smooth surface demonstrated
that the surface oxidation can be remove out of the forming area by
the lateral ﬂow of the supercooled liquid [67], indicating the possibility of BMGs joining using this method. Whereafter, the joining
of BMGs with oxidation ﬁlms in air has been successfully achieved
on a timescale of milliseconds to seconds at low pressure and
temperature [68], though some oxidation debris still existed in the
bonded interface. The bonding mechanisms were proposed that the
superplastic ﬂow of BMGs breaks the surface oxidation ﬁlms and
thus the pristine alloy ﬂow towards the interface to contact and
form the metallurgical bonding. A prediction model for the bonding
strength was developed based on the original material properties
and bonding stress. Based on the joining experiments and ﬁnite
element method (FEM) simulation, the joint strength of BMGs has
been found solely determined by the area fraction of the bonded
regions, and the bonded regions increase with the joining temperature and time [69], providing guidance for process optimization. A high-speed heating strategy with a rate of 2000 K/min has
also been developed to improve the joining quality in thermolplastic bonding [70]. The high heating rate of BMGs taking microseconds to milliseconds to reach the SCLR can drastically decrease
the viscosity of the supercooled liquid to a low magnitude such as
103 Pas for the Zr-based BMGs, which is of beneﬁt to ﬁlling cavities
on the interface and forming strong metallurgical bond even at very
low pressure such as 0.1 MPa. The general equation involving the

viscosity of supercooled liquid and the thickness of the surface
oxidation ﬁlm was established to determine the optimal bonding
timescale for BMGs in high-speed heating-associated bonding.
Although the bonding mechanisms still need further studies, the
joining processes of BMGs based on TPF are promising to synthesize
larger BMGs and scale up the cellular structures [71].
2.3. Fabrication of micro-/nanostructures
BMGs have attracted extensive interest to be a versatile platform
for miniature fabrication for the structural and functional applications. Due to the superplasticity and small solidiﬁcation shrinkage
in SCLR [36], a variety of micro-/nano surface structures or threedimensional (3D) parts of BMGs have been obtained by TPF with
high ﬁdelity. Microchannels are the essential patterns for microﬂuidic systems to precisely control the ﬂow of trace amounts of
liquids or gases, which is promising to have application in the high
throughput detection and analysis in biological and medical sciences. Researches, both theoretical and experimental, have been
done to fabricate these patterns on BMGs by TPF that were previously unachievable with conventional crystalline metal processing.
Hot embossing has been conducted on Zr-based BMGs using a silicon master mold to obtain the channels (50 mm in width) with
single and continuous bends featuring structure [72]. Despite the
signiﬁcant difference in thermal expansion coefﬁcients, the seamless interface between the BMGs and silicon mold was observed in
the forming simulation and TPF process, and the maximum ﬁlling
length of the supercooled liquid exhibiting laminar ﬂow during TPF
can be predicted and tuned under certain process parameters,
ensuring the replication accuracy of the BMGs microchannels. It is
suggested that to improve the integrity of the formed channels, the
Newtonian ﬂow behavior of the supercooled BMGs during TPF need
to be achieved by regulating process parameters based the established TPF map [44]. A hybrid microchannel including the features
of angles, circular arcs and intersections has been synthesized on
the Pd-based BMGs by TPF [73], as shown in Fig. 4a, these patterns
are generally regarded as important indexes to evaluate the
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Fig. 4. (a) SEM images of silicon mold and BMG microchannels at concerned areas I, II and III. (b) The height of the microstructure on silicon mold and the corresponding depth of
BMG channels at different positions. (c) Mass loss of silicon and MG per unit area in different corrosion solutions with the increase of time. (d) Photograph of the formed BMG
microchannels (Reproduced from Ref. [73]).

forming quality of microchannels, due to the formability decline
induced by geometry changes. The width of the formed grooves
was 18.45 ± 0.05 mm with only a slight average error of about 0.27%
compared with the silicon mold, the variations between the formed
angles and the designed ones in area I are less than 0.1, and the
depth of the BMG channels in different areas are very close (Fig. 4b),
indicating that high dimensional accuracy and good uniformity of
the channel patterns have been achieved by the TPF process. The
subsequent corrosion tests as shown in Fig. 4c veriﬁed the excellent
corrosion resistance of the channels in the acid and alkali solutions,
demonstrating that the formed BMGs structures (Fig. 4d) are very
favorable for the microﬂuidic systems used in different corrosive
environments.
The fabrication of micro-/nano-arrays on BMGs by TPF are also
generally carried out to obtain the structural surfaces with functions like photoelectricity, catalysis, hydrophobicity, etc. The optical
gratings with 600 and 1500 nm periods have been imprinted on the
Pd-based BMGs in air by TPF [74]. It is noted that the BMG grating
stripes appeared quite smooth after TPF and the polishing marks on
the original surface were almost invisible due to the superplastic
ﬂow of the BMGs in SCLR. Though the periodicity of grating was
faithfully preserved on the BMGs, the replication quality of the
600 nm gratings was not as good as that of 1500 nm gratings, and
the corresponding ﬁlling length was only about 70% in the mold,
because of the increasing capillary resistance force during the
smaller scale forming. Despite the residual forming defects, the
nano-imprinted BMG gratings showed good color spectra and
diffraction properties, while the grating area less than
600  600 mm2 was too small for practical use. The optical gratings
with a much larger area of 8  8 mm2 have been obtained by hot
embossing within the processing time less than 30 s [75], as shown
in Fig. 5, the width of the formed BMG grating ridges and hollows
reached 3.5 mm and 4.4 mm respectively, and the ﬁlling depth can be
regulated by adjusting the forming pressure. It was also found that

the ﬂow of metal liquid during ﬁlling was delayed on the side wall
of mold grooves due to friction force, thus forming a curved shape
on the top of the gratings in contrast to the ﬂat top of the mold.
(Fig. 5e and f). Nevertheless, the formed BMGs gratings attained the
ultrasmooth surface with a slight shrinkage of 1.25%, ensuring more
brilliance and better diffraction efﬁciency than that of the Si master
mold (Fig. 5g and h). Besides, due to the high replication ﬁdelity and
surface quality, the patterned BMGs with remarkable mechanical
properties can be subsequently utilized as a durable mold for the
TPF of polymers [74,76,77] and even the BMGs with a lower Tg than
the BMG mold [48].
The nanowire arrays of BMGs have been extensively fabricated
by TPF and applied in biosensing [78,79], energy conversion [80,81]
and catalysis [82,83]. The smaller diameter and higher aspect ratio
of the micro-/nanowires formed on BMGs are the main research
focuses to enhance their performances. One of the difﬁculties
for nanowires formation is the dramatically increased forming
pressure due to the signiﬁcant capillary resistance. According to the
aforementioned process optimization in TPF, the nanowires with
the minimum diameter of 13 nm and aspect ratio exceeding 50
were synthesized on platinum (Pt)-based BMGs [48], indicating
that a wide size range of BMG nanowires can be fabricated. Various
surface structures have been patterned on BMGs by TPF to enhance
different functions such as the surface wettability. The hierarchically structured surfaces of palladium (Pd)-based BMGs were
prepared by two steps to form nano- and micropatterns in
sequence [84], as shown in Fig. 6a, the nanopillars with a mean
diameter of 80e100 nm was ﬁrst formed by anodic aluminum oxide
(AAO) template and then the periodic micropores were superposed
on the nanopatterned surface by a silicon mold. The obtained hierarchical structures consisting of nanoscale protrusions on the
microscale textures with well-deﬁned geometries tend to be
superhydrophobic (Fig. 6c) while the polished surface is hydrophilic (Fig. 6b). In addition, other sophisticated BMG structures
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Fig. 5. (a)e(f) SEM photographs of Si die and hot embossed BMG grating, (a) and (b) are the top views, (e) and (f) are the side views, (c) and (d) are the close-up views of (a) and (b),
respectively. (g) The polished BMG plate (left) and BMG grating (right) under the shine of ﬂuorescent lamp light. (h) The Si mold (left) and BMG grating (right) under the shine of
ﬂuorescent lamp light (Reproduced from Ref. [75]).

Fig. 6. (a) Fabrication of hierarchical structures on Pd-based BMG by multistep TPF. (b) (c) The water contact angle (WCA) of polished surface and hierarchically patterned surface,
respectively. (d) (e) The water adhesion of patterned surface. (f) Wettability of two different surfaces, A: the patterned surface and B: the polished one. (g) The wetting regime
(Reproduced from Refs. [84]).

have also been developed, such as the hierarchical surface with
hybrid wettability [85], thermolplastic drawing nanowires [86] and
the Janus structures with distinct materials [87], demonstrating
that the thermal forming approaches based on the superplasticity

of BMGs in SCLR can provide a versatile toolbox for the micro-/
nanostructures fabrication. However, the thermal effect induced
oxidation [24] and chemical segregation [25] of the BMGs structures still need further studies in TPF processes.
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3. Ultrasonic-assisted forming
3.1. Plastic behavior under high frequency vibration
In general, vibrations with frequencies above 20 kHz are
referred to as ultrasonic vibrations. In 1955, Blaha et al. [88,89]
found that the metal materials undergo a signiﬁcant softening
phenomenon accompanied with reduced strength under ultrasonic
vibration, which is called the Blaha effect. Based on these characteristics, the ultrasonic vibration-assisted forming technology had
been developed, which is widely used in various plastic processing
processes. Hung et al. [90] studied the mechanisms of the deformation resistance reducing of A6061-T6 aluminum alloy during
compression assisted by ultrasonic vibration, ﬁnding that the
temperature of the sample during compression under the loading
of ultrasonic vibration is higher than that of traditional compression and the increase of sample temperature and the absorption of
vibration energy by dislocations are beneﬁcial to lower the deformation resistance of metal. Jimma et al. [91] studied the effect of
ultrasonic vibration on the microdrawing of foils. It was found ultrasonic vibration can signiﬁcantly reduce the punching load and
friction during the forming process, and ultimately increase the
tensile ratio of the material. Takemasu et al. [92] studied the effect
of ultrasonic assistance on micropunching, showing that the ultrasonic vibration can suppress the generation and expansion of
cracks and make the tear zone area smaller, which is of beneﬁt to
improve the quality of shear punching. In addition, the ultrasonic
vibration-assisted processing technology is also applied
to extrusion [93], forging [94,95], wire drawing [96], electric
discharge machining [97], etc. These research works demonstrate
that the ultrasonic vibration assistance plays a signiﬁcant role in
promoting the plastic processing of metallic materials.
Metallic glass (MG), also known as amorphous alloy, is a new
type of multicomponent alloy with excellent mechanical and
physical properties [98]. However, the inherent brittleness acting as
Achilles' heel of MGs has been one of the major obstacles that
hinder its wider application [99]. To ﬁnd suitable solutions for the
above problem, researches in recent years have combined ultrasonic vibration assistance with amorphous alloys' forming. Li et al.
[100] and Han et al. [101] introduced ultrasonic vibration in the
thermoplastic forming of zirconium (Zr)-based MGs, and found
that the high frequency vibration assistance can signiﬁcantly
improve the formability of MGs; in addition, the thermal formability is positively correlated with the ultrasonic amplitude. Lou
et al. [102,103] proposes an ultrasonic vibration-assisted
compression technique for MGs, ﬁnding that MGs can achieve rapid
structural rejuvenation under the exertion of ultrasonic vibration,
and become more heterogeneous with better plastic deformation
ability after the ultrasonic vibration loading. Besides, plastic strain
occurred in the fracture surface of MGs during ultrasonic
compression, indicating that as the ultrasonic amplitude gradually
increases, the yield strength of the alloy decreases and the ductility
is enhanced, which can signiﬁcantly improve the formability of
MGs at room temperature.
3.2. Shear punching assisted by ultrasonic vibration
In terms of plastic processing of MGs, an energy-efﬁcient
punching method has been proposed as ultrasonic vibrationassisted shear punching (USP) [35,104,105]. The schematic diagram
of USP is depicted in Fig. 6, an ultrasonic punch with a ﬁxed 20 kHz
vibration frequency and adjustable main pressure was placed at the
top, the ultrasonic punch was made of cemented carbide (TC4 titanium alloy in present work) with a tip diameter of 5 mm. And
then, a pressure plate with a stock bin was placed under the punch,

the diameter of the stock bin was 5.1 mm. Under the pressing plate,
the workpiece and mold were placed in turn. All the components
were centered and this combined shear punching device can be
used not only for microscale MGs strips but also for macroscale
BMGs.
When USP was applied to MG strips, ethylene vinyl acetate
(EVA) plastic powders with an average diameter of 300 mm was put
into the stock bin (Fig. 7a). Once the punch drops, the severe friction
caused by ultrasound would quickly heat the EVA plastic powder
into a molten state, which can transfer pressure and vibration to the
MG workpiece. Finally, the MG ribbon would be punched with
holes under the dual effects of pressure and ultrasonic vibration.
The introduction of molten plastic between the punch and MG
ribbon instead of the rigid punch has unique advantages, which can
serve as a medium for transmitting pressure and vibration to the
MG workpiece (Fig. 7b), and the anisotropic holes with complex
contours can be obtained rather than simple round hole. As shown
in Fig. 8(aei), this plastic forming process by USP has been
extended to a variety of typical MG ribbons and structures,
including La55Al25Ni5Cu10Co5, Al86Ni9La5, La60Al20Ni20, Fe78Si9B13
and Cu50Zr50, demonstrating the universal applicability of the USP
method to MGs. When USP is performed on the thicker BMG plate,
ﬂexible punching for the MG ribbons are no longer applicable due
to insufﬁcient strength, and the rigid punching must be adopted to
achieve effective forming (Fig. 7c). However, the hole parts obtained through the rigid punching can only be simple round holes
matching to the cross-section shape of the punch. It is worth
mentioning that under the exertion of ultrasonic vibration, the Zrbased BMG workpiece with a thickness of 1 mm can be punched
out extremely quickly (less than 1 s) with perfect quality, as shown
in Fig. 8(j and k); the USP stress for the BMGs that needs to be
provided is 110 MPa, only one-tenth of the theoretical stress based
on the conventional punching method. However, it was also found
that those crystalline alloys that are lower in strength and seem to
be more easily formed than MGs failed to be punched out by utilizing the same USP method, indicating that MGs and crystalline
metals follow different deformation mechanisms under the high
frequency ultrasonic vibration.
Researchers attribute the low-stress forming of MGs at ambient
temperature to the evolution of the unique amorphous atomic
structure under ultrasonic vibration [35,106,107]. The structure of
MGs is considered to be a combination of elastic matrix and
dispersed sites. Due to such unique structures, the speciﬁc liquidlike regions can couple with the high-frequency hammering and
absorb the hammering energy, resulting in the activation of arelaxation of MGs when the hammering progressed. As illustrated
in Fig. 9a, during the forming process, the central part of the MG
plate was suspended and the part along the edge of the mold is
restricted. Thus, when the ultrasonic vibration is transmitted to the
MG workpiece, the energy absorbed by the center part of the MG
plate can be dissipated by its own elastic vibration, but the energy
absorbed by the edge part will be stored continuously. When the
energy stored in the conﬁned area of MG plate reaches a certain
threshold, the liquid-like region inside the MG will be activated to
couple with the surrounding elastic matrix, eventually causing the
local softening of the MG plate. The magniﬁed illustration in Fig. 9a
reveals the microprocess, and the soft region of the MG plate from
top view was schematically drawn. The USP of BMG plate has been
successfully carried out and a phenomenological model of cyclic
liquefaction of the amorphous atomic structure was proposed to
understand the underlying mechanism of USP (Fig. 9b). In the
proposed model, the special interior structure of MGs is analogized
to the soil in nature. The liquid region and elastic matrix in MGs are
similar to solid soil and liquid water in saturated or partially saturated soil, the cyclic loading of stress would result in loss of stiffness
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Fig. 7. (a) Illustration of the combined devices of ultrasonic vibration-assisted shear punching (USP). (b) The forming process of MG strips during USP. (c) The forming process of
BMG plate during USP (Reproduced from Ref. [35,104]).

Fig. 8. (a) The photos of MG ribbons after punching out the capital letters ‘S’, ‘Z’ and ‘U’; (b) The stereomicroscope images of the letter molds; (c) The optical microscope image of
the heart-shaped product; (d) (e) The SEM images of the MG ribbon with a heart hole and the paired product; (f) (g) The magniﬁed images of (d and e); (h) A macroscale punched
Apple's logo compared with the real logo on iPhone 6 (Reproduced from Ref. [104]). (i) A typical stator core fabricated by the USP method in 0.05 s. (j) The variation of punching
stress for MGs and crystalline metals under UPS and conventional punching. (k) The shear punched Zr-based BMGs with a thickness of 1 mm and a diameter of 5 mm. (Reproduced
from Ref. [35]).

and strength of saturated soil [108,109]. In the present work, ultrasonic vibration as a typical cyclic load will cause similar effects
on amorphous alloys. Under the action of ultrasonic vibration, the
liquid-like regions in MGs can be activated and extended, causing
the increase of their fraction. When enough liquid-like regions are
activated and connected, the interconnected elastomer network

will be destroyed, and the strength and stiffness of the MG will be
reduced, which is more conducive to forming the MGs.
In addition, the application of ultrasonic vibration assistance has
been also extended to the forming of MGs by template. By introducing ultrasonic vibration to the interface between the sample
and mold, a novel forming route for BMGs was proposed [110],
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Fig. 9. (a) The details of the MG plate around the mold edge and the soft region of the MG strips from top view during the ultrasonic hammering. (b) The schematic diagram of cyclic
liquefaction in MG during USP process (Reproduced from Refs. [35,104,105]).

which is named ultrasonic beating forming (UBF). As shown in
Fig. 10 (a,b), the BMG sample was repeatedly beaten 20,000 times
per second under certain pressure force by a cylinder ultrasonic
indenter within a very short period of time, causing the BMG
sample to get hot and soft, resulting in thermoplastic forming.
During the UBF, heating and forming are completed simultaneously
in less than 0.5s, which avoids the risk of the BMGs being oxidized
and crystallized during the forming process. A series of MG structures ranging from macroscale to nanoscale can be obtained by UBF
in a very short time, as shown in Fig. 10(cej): the Zr-based MGs
were effectively squeezed into different geometric shapes of macromold cavities retaining the original metallic luster, and the
distinct micro/nano patterns have also been obtained on the MG
surface, demonstrating that UBF is feasible for the precise structures fabrication of MGs while avoiding the crystallization and
oxidation.
3.3. Ultrasonic manufacturing
Ultrasonic manufacturing has also been conducted to bond the
small-size MGs to form large workpiece, which can break the
limitation of glass forming ability (GFA) on the size of as-cast MGs.
At present, various welding methods have been applied to the
manufacturing of MGs, such as laser welding [111], electron beam
welding [112], arc welding [113], resistance spot welding [114],
reactive foils welding [115], and explosive welding [116]; these
welding methods with very high instantaneous welding power and
short duration can be seen as liquid phase welding for MGs, which
can reduce the thickness of heat-affected zone (HAZ) to avoid
devitriﬁcation. However, these methods have the defect that the
interface of the joint MGs is not completely amorphous, because it
generally needs to be heated beyond the crystallization point (Tx),
or the reaction time is too long to make the part of the joint crystallize. Another kind of supercooled liquid-phase welding, which
forms the joint based on the superplasticity of MGs in SCLR, has
now been developed as ultrasonic welding [117] and friction

welding [118]. This welding method is to control the temperature of
MGs within its SCLR by adjusting the process parameters and
simultaneously exerting a certain pressure to complete the mutual
bonding of the paired samples by superplastic ﬂow and deformation. The ultrasonic vibration has been considered as an effective
route of energy input in the bonding interface with the advantages
of low energy loss, simple operation, environmental protection, etc.
[119] It was proved by experiments that the effect of ultrasonic
energy on the softening process of metal is equal to the heat energy
of the order of 107 [120], which is favorable for the bonding of MGs.
Conventional ultrasonic welding processes can be divided into two
categories, as shown in Fig. 11, one is called ultrasonic metal
welding (UMW) with the vibration direction paralleling the welding interface, which is generally used for metal welding at a vibration frequency higher than 15 kHz; the other one is ultrasonic
plastic welding (UPW) with the vibration direction perpendicular
to the welding surface.
As early as 1978, UMW method had been carried out to bond Febased MG ribbons with copper with no crystallization in the
welding interface veriﬁed by the transmission electron microscopy
(TEM) test [121]. It is the ﬁrst application of ultrasonic welding in
MGs, starting the exploration of the combination of MGs welding
and ultrasonic processing technology. In 1983, UMW was also
found suitable to weld Ni-based and Fe-based MG ribbons to the
crystalline metal such as aluminum [122]. But in the following
decades, the ultrasonic welding technology for MGs has no significant progress. Until 2007, the UMW was considered to be effective
for the bonding between MG samples that could weld two 50 mm
thick strips of Zr55Cu30Ni5Al10 MG with or without external heat
[123], extending the ultrasonic welding process to the bonding
between MGs. And in further work, it was clariﬁed that under the
action of ultrasonic vibration, the interface of MGs formed a certain
amount of bonding area without crystallization, and the highest
temperature (676 K) in the process of UWM was just above the Tg of
MGs, and the total time exceeding Tg during bonding is rather short
[124], which effectively reduced the risk of crystallization. A
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Fig. 10. (a) Schematic diagram of the ultrasonic beating forming (UBF) setup. (b) Illustration of the UBF process in molds. (c,d) BMGs ﬁll into macro rectangular hole and the dogbone shaped hole. (e), (f,g) SEM images of the silicon molds and corresponding microstructures after UBF. (h), (i,j) The nanoscale morphology of the AAO template and the asfabricated BMG surface (Reproduced from Ref. [110]).

schematic time-temperature-transformation (TTT) diagram has
been established to illustrate the relationship between the devitriﬁcation criteria and the thermal history applied to MGs by casting
and welding respectively, as shown in Fig. 12a, indicating that MG
strips can also be bonded to each other to form fully amorphous
joints by ultrasonic welding at a relatively low temperature. Then,
the 1 mm thick Cu-based BMG samples were successfully welded
without crystallization and external heat by UPW [117], demonstrating the great potential of ultrasonic welding technology in the
manufacturing of large-size MGs.
In-depth research has been conducted on how ultrasonic vibration works in the soldering of BMGs. A 40 kHz ultrasonic wave
was applied on the tin (Sn)-based alloy used as solder
and zirconium (Zr)-based BMG as substrate, ﬁnding that the role of
ultrasonic vibration is not only to raise the temperature, but also to

remove the passivated ﬁlm and roughening surface on BMG by
ultrasonic cavitation. Meanwhile, the capillary effect of ultrasonic
cavitation can also enhance the ﬂow ability of MGs in the welding
interface, inducing the anchoring effect to forming the welded
joints [125]. This beneﬁcial effect then was also found in the copper
(Cu)-based BMG under the action of ultrasonic vibration, conﬁrming the universality of anchoring effect in the ultrasonic
welding of MGs [126]. However, the bonding of MGs can not only
rely on the mechanical adhesion brought by anchoring effect, due
to the low tensile strength of the bonded MG obtained in this way.
Therefore, a more effective welding process by using the bonding
effect of intermetallic compounds (IMC) was developed based on
ultrasonic welding. Ji et al. used UPW technology to weld Fe-based
metallic glass strips to aluminum plates with the help of Sn-based
ﬁller and external heating [127]. In this way, not only the anchoring
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Fig. 11. Schematic diagram of ultrasonic vibration welding.

Fig. 12. (a) Schematic of TTT diagram showing the relationship between the devitriﬁcation criteria and the thermal history of MGs (Reprinted from Ref. [124]). (b) Schematic
diagram of ultrasonic consolidation process in ultrasonic consolidation (Reprinted from Ref. [132]).

effect was achieved, but also the wetting behavior and interface
reaction have taken place, resulting in the IMC of FeZn13 (intermetallic compound in biodegradable Zn Fe alloy) and nickel aluminide (NiAl3) in the interface to form a robust MG and aluminum
joint. Recently, Zhang et al. fabricated Zr-based BMG joints with
Zne3Al hypoeutectic ﬁller metal and external heating through the
UPW [128], and a thick Zn50Al25Zr25/Zn22Zr IMC layer was formed
on Zr-based BMG substrate surface, bringing a shear strength of
about 100 MPa for the bonded samples.
In addition, the method of fabricating multilayer MG strips by
ultrasonic welding has also been developed. This method may be
used as a ultrasonic manufacturing process like 3D printing that

thin metal strips are stacked layer by layer to obtain thicker metal
samples. It can be imagined that if the metallic glass strips can be
superposed inﬁnitely under the action of ultrasonic vibration, the
limitation of GFA on the size of MGs will no longer exist. Song et al.
successfully welded multilayer Fe-based MG strips for the ﬁrst time
using UWM technology with a joint area reaching 8  8 mm2 and
4e5 stacked layers (each layer is 25 mm thick) [129]. Similarly,
multilayer Ni-based MG strips were also bonded by ultrasonic
welding, stacking 3e4 MG layers (each layer is 40 mm thick) [130].
Besides, a composite sample that two Al/Cu crystalline ribbons
clamp a Ni-based MG ribbons has also been obtained by UPW
process [131]. However, the laminated MGs manufactured in the
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above works can be only welded to several layers and the alternate
stacking like in 3D printing still cannot be achieved, which need to
be further extended to the more versatile manufacturing process. A
novel ultrasonic consolidation method has been developed [132],
as shown in Fig. 12b, the commercial 1060 aluminum foil and Febased MGs were alternately placed under the ultrasonic vibration
roller with the heating from bottom, the two kinds of materials
gradually produced synergistic plastic ﬂow and deformation under
the coupled action of ultrasonic vibration, axial pressure and
external heating, and ﬁnally the composite joints of aluminum and
MGs were formed, and the maximum tensile strength of the
fabricated composite sample consisting of tough layers and stiff
layers was reaching to 165 MPa which is superior to that of the 1060
aluminum layer (120 MPa).
Recently, three typical MG debris (Zr-, La-, Pd-based) have been
successfully bonded to be one sample by UPW, and even the
multiphase composite of BMGs was obtained by mixing the
different MG debris together, as shown in Fig. 13 (a, d, e), which can
be called metallic glass-glass composites (GGCs) [34]. In the previous researches, the mechanisms of ultrasonic welding of MGs are
generally considered as anchoring effect, chemical action or mechanical metallurgy, etc. However, a new bonding mechanism has
been proposed in this work that the atomic diffusion speed on the
surface of MGs is accelerated under the high frequency ultrasonic
vibration and then the joint interface can be formed at room
temperature. According to Cao et al. the atomic diffusion rate on the
MG surface is millions of times faster than that inner surface [133],
but just a short contact between the two MG samples will not result
in an effective bonding joint, thus the UPW technology was adopted to speed up the bonding of MGs. The molecular dynamics (MD)
simulation of Zr50Cu50 MG is also carried out to study the change of
activation energy of MG surface along with depth, and it is found
that the activation energy of the surface is signiﬁcantly lower than
that of its interior, as shown in Fig. 13 (b, c). In order to further
understand the surface activation under vibration loading, the
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dynamic scanning probe microscopy（DSPM）was used to study
the surface mobility of MG samples. It has been found that the
viscoelastic loss tangent (tand) corresponding to the internal friction dramatically increases as the driving frequency increases from
200 to 70,000 Hz, as shown in Fig. 13 (f,g), resulting in viscosity at
the surface decreasing to three orders of magnitude. A relatively
high internal friction (tand ¼ 0.2) was observed in the MG surface
layers activated by ultrasonic vibration at a temperature far below
Tg, which is close to the internal friction generally observed in the
MG samples around the Tg [134]. These results manifest that the
surface atoms in MGs activated by high frequency vibration have
very high mobility, inducing rapid bonding of MG interface
at ambient temperature and low stress. Based on the above theory,
two-phase and three-phase MG composites are obtained with
excellent bonding quality and retained amorphous structure. The
ultrasonic-assisted forming of MGs provides a new way to
fabricate structures and large-size of MGs, possessing great potential in the future development and applications.
4. Summary
In the past decades, signiﬁcant progress has been made in the
fabrication of various structures ranging from nanometers to centimeters based on the plastic forming processes of MGs, such as
surface patterns, 3D parts, and large-size BMGs. Thermolplastic
forming of BMGs has been proved to be a versatile approach by
utilizing the superplasticity in SCLR. The understanding of the ﬂow
characteristics of the supercooled MGs liquid and the formability
under different TPF parameters is crucial in the optimal design of
the forming process. The Newtonian ﬂow of MGs during TPF tend to
be obtained at the high forming temperature and low strain rate,
which has been found to be of beneﬁt to the uniform ﬁlling process.
Joining BMGs and fabricating micro-/ nanostructures based on TPF
have been successfully carried out according to the forming
mechanisms in SCLR. However, the issues, such as crystallization,

Fig. 13. (a) Schematic diagram of ultrasonic bonding of MGs. (b) Activation energy map of MG surface and (c) its distribution at different distances away from the surface obtained
by MD simulation. (d) Photograph of the Zr-based ribbon feedstock and (e) bulk sample fabricated by UPW (diameter: 5 mm; height: 3 mm). (f) The viscoelastic loss tangent map of
MG surface under the driving frequency f ¼ 200 Hz and (g) 70,000 Hz (Reprinted from Refs. [34]).
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oxidation and thermal diffusion-induced chemical segregation of
MGs, still exist and hinder the forming quality by TPF, limiting the
process feasibility to the speciﬁc composition systems of MGs. A
novel forming approach for MGs at room temperature has been
developed based on ultrasonic vibration, which can overcome the
problems in the thermal process. It is found that MGs can achieve
rapid structural rejuvenation and better plasticity under the exertion of high frequency ultrasonic vibration. Based on this, the shear
punching and manufacturing processes assisted by ultrasonic vibration have been conducted on different MGs, and the formed
parts and multilayer or multiphase MGs have been obtained at
ambient temperature, indicating the good versatility of this forming method, while the plastic behavior and fast bonding mechanism of MGs under the high frequency alternating load still need
further studies. The forming technologies of MGs have broad
prospects in breaking the size limitation of the as-cast MGs, synthesizing new MGs composites, and fabricating sophisticated
structures, etc. We expect more fundamental mechanisms and
forming approaches of MGs to be discovered and developed in near
future to satisfy the diverse applications.
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